
De: Roger Hunka <mapc@eastlink.ca>
Envoyé: 6 octobre 2014 10:17
À: uranium
Objet: [POLLURIEL (Bayes)]

Dear Sirs: We ail know that Quebec 15 a continuum of peoples with varied histories who draw inspiration
from the vast and beautiful landscapes, seascapes, rivers and biodiversity and richness gracing “La Belle
Province”. The world today is in desperate need of moral leadership, leadership which values life above

short term monetary gains. The Quebec Government on behalf of the Peoples of Quebec, can set the stage

for other provinces in Canada, and indeed other countries to end uranium mining. After more than a

hundred years of knowledge and use of uranium throughout Mother Earth for many purposes we have vividly

and tragically witnessed what this 4.5 billion year old black rock once mined can be used for. Let us stop the

temptation and use of uranium which has always ended in heart wrenching disasters.

Quebec has many a time demonstrated to others in Canada that love of peoples comes first in good

governance. “Ban forever Uranium Mining”. Let us instead encourage the mining of young minds to find

solutions for energy uses from solar, thermal, hyrdro and other less harmful sources, innovations and

technologies waiting to be developed and shared with the world as economic development. Let us save the

vast beauty and biodiversity of Quebec and it’s Peoples who understand and respect life — the national

wealth of Quebec is in the livelihoods of those who have roots in Quebec now and for future generations.

Thank you for your kind attention.

Rogeri. Hunka
Maritime Aboriginal Peoples Council
Director of lntergovernmental Affairs
172 Truro Heights Road
Truro Heights, Nova Scotia
B6L 1X1

Tel: 902 895 2982
Fax: 902 895 3844

bu Free 1 855 858 7240

E-mail: rhunkamapcorg.ca
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